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Objectives of today’s presentation

▪ Summarize macroeconomics of key geographies
▪ Discuss COVID-19 impact
▪ Present market highlights and trends to follow for select products
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Preparing this report was easy..

SOURCE: Twitter @morganbenjamin
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Products – Since we cannot cover all products today,
we will focus on a select few to understand key trends
Turkey
Bay leaves
Oregano

14k MT
15k MT

1
Morocco
Rosemary
Thyme
Coriander

2

5k MT
3k MT
10k MT
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Egypt
Basil
Marjoram
Parsley
Fennel

4k MT
3k MT
2k MT
10k MT
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Macro view – Economies facing challenges due to
COVID-19, effects and rebound depend on country
Turkey
▪ Economy expected to face a difficult 2020,
particularly increase in poverty
▪ Short-term rebound in Jun, but negative
effects on private consumption and services
longer lasting
▪ Rebound in 2021 expected, but uncertain
▪ Forecast: -4% GDP, 6% inflation
1

Morocco
▪ Economy under extreme pressure due to
drought and COVID-19
▪ Recession expected, first one in more than 2
decades.
▪ Widespread job and income losses
▪ After first wave of COVID-19 in Mar-Jun,
activities resumed slowly. However, now in
2nd wave of COVID-19, 8 major cities on
partial lockdown
▪ Forecast: -4% GDP growth, -1% inflation
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SOURCE: World Bank Group, African Development Bank, Giza analysis
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Egypt
▪ Strong economic performance and growth
in 2015-19 expected to be undermined by
COVID-19, particularly sectors relying on
production, exports, and tourism
▪ First wave of COVID-19 slowly coming to an
end, but low testing frequency reduces
confidence in data
▪ Forecast: 2% GDP growth, 8% inflation
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COVID-19 – Even though the countries are in different
stages, they each show concerning developments
Cases:
Deaths:
Tests/1M:

Turkey
250k
6k
69k

SOURCE: worldometers.info, Giza analysis

Morocco
44k
0.6k
44k

Egypt
96k
5k
1k
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Model – We will be covering general information,
supply, demand, and the GCI for each crop
Crop
information

▪ Growing Countries
▪ Harvest times

Supply

▪ Availability of carryover stock
▪ Volumes of current season stock
– Areas (affected by competing crops, last season,…)
– Yields and qualities (diseases, weather, pesticide residues, contamination,
adulterants,…)
– Post harvest (new techniques, capacities,..)
– Effect of COVID-19

Demand

▪ Actual demand for origin
– Global demand/consumption
– Supply from other origins
▪ Speculative demand for origin

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

▪ Summarizes whether market is
$ Prices likely to go up (supply < demand)
$ Balanced (supply ≈ demand)
$ Prices likely to go down (supply > demand)
!

Main developments to follow
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Turkish Bay leaves – laurus nobilis
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Turkish Bay leaves – Chinese border
lockdowns disrupted market, now stabilizing
Crop
information

Turkey harvest times:
▪ Wild collection Sep-May, higher grades usually available later
Other growing countries:
▪ Small volumes from Syria, Spain, Portugal

Supply

▪ Stable supply of ~15-16k MT

Demand

▪ Disruptions due to Chinese border lockdowns
▪ Excess stock of lower grade materials
▪ Now slowly returning to normal operations after some exporters reduced output

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

$ Medium-term: balanced

Short-term: fluctuations expected until new season
!

SOURCE: Turkish trade statistics, Kutas Group, interviews, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: Chinese demand
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Turkish Oregano – origanum onites
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Turkish Oregano – Strong harvest, premium
grades firm, lower grades oversupplied
Crop
information

Turkey harvest times:
▪ Jun-Aug, wild collection later
Other growing countries:
▪ Mexico, Peru

Supply

Areas:
▪ ~17k MT, strong increase leading to a peak in harvest volumes
Qualities:
▪ Adulteration: export grade materials ~10k MT, so 2/3 adulterated
▪ PA/TA: levels declining due to higher awareness and better collaboration between
farmers and exporters (manual/mechanical cleaning at farm level), main issues now
due to hotspots

Demand

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand (~16k MT annually)

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Two tiered market:
$ Premium grades (not adulterated, no PA/TA): prices firm
$ Lower grades: prices likely to go down due to increased harvest volume
!

SOURCE: Turkish trade statistics, Kutas Group, interviews, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: adulteration, PA/TA
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Moroccan Rosemary – rosmarinus officinalis
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Moroccan Rosemary – Despite carryover, market
balanced due to lower collections with COVID-19
Crop
information

Morocco harvest times:
▪ Wild collection May-Jun
Other growing countries:
▪ Spain, Egypt

Supply

Carryover stock:
▪ Good carryover helped bridge lack of supply at beginning of season (see collection
below)
Areas:
▪ Stable
Collection:
▪ Expected around 20% lower volumes, mainly due to COVID-19 movement restrictions
beginning of season

Demand
Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand (~6k MT annually)
$ Balanced

SOURCE: Moroccan trade statistics, Agrin Maroc, interviews, Giza analysis

! Main developments to follow: COVID-19, collections
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Moroccan Thyme – thymus vulgaris
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Moroccan Thyme – Second successive drought
season sharply affecting supply, prices firm
Crop
information

Morocco harvest times:
▪ Wild collection May-Sep
Other growing countries:
▪ Poland, Egypt

Supply

Carryover stock:
▪ Limited
Areas:
▪ Smaller output, second successive drought season (rainfall deficit 38% vs 2018/19)
Collection:
▪ Just started, early to tell

Demand

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand
▪ With limited Moroccan supply some demand shifting to alternative sources
$ Prices likely to go up

!
SOURCE: Moroccan trade statistics, Agrin Maroc, interviews, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: rainfall/drought
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Moroccan Coriander – coriandrum sativum
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Moroccan Coriander – Delayed rainfall
affected colour and yield, prices likely firm
Crop
information

Morocco harvest times:
▪ May-Jun
Other growing countries:
▪ India, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Syria, Canada, Egypt

Supply

Carryover stock:
▪ Available, but limited
Areas:
▪ Delayed rainfall affected color and yield

Demand

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

$ Prices likely to go up, particularly for higher grades (strong color, allergen guaranteed)

!

SOURCE: Moroccan trade statistics, Agrin Maroc, interviews, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: rainfall/drought, color/allergens
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Egyptian Basil – ocimum basilicum
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Egyptian Basil – Low ending price last season
led to high carryovers and smaller areas
Crop
information

Egypt harvest times:
▪ May-Oct, higher qualities in first cuts
Other growing countries:
▪ France (mostly local consumption)

Supply

Carryover:
▪ High, although of lower grades due to poor storage conditions
Areas:
▪ Significantly lower this season due to lower ending price last season
Qualities:
▪ Premium grades (allergen controlled, organics, US MRL) very limited

Demand
Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand (~4k MT annually)
$ Prices likely to go up due to smaller supply volumes

!
SOURCE: Egypt trade statistics, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: harvest size, FX
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Egyptian marjoram – origanum majorana
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Egyptian Marjoram – stable supply and
demand, GCI balanced
Crop
information

Egypt harvest times:
▪ Feb (Green/Grey), May (Green), Sep (Green/Grey), Nov (Dark Grey)
Other growing countries:
▪ Germany, Poland, France

Supply

Carryover:
▪ Limited (harvesting ongoing)
Areas:
▪ Stable
Qualities:
▪ Premium grades (allergen controlled, organics, US MRL) very limited

Demand
Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Consumption:
▪ Stable demand (~4k MT annually)
$ Balanced

! Main developments to follow: FX
SOURCE: Egypt trade statistics, Giza analysis
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Egyptian parsley – petroselinum crispum
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Egyptian Parsley – Increased demand for EG
product prompts cultivation in new areas
Crop
information

Egypt harvest times:
▪ Feb-Apr
Other growing countries:
▪ UK, Germany, Hungary, Israel

Supply

Areas:
▪ Increasing significantly in new areas across Egypt (virgin lands)
Qualities:
▪ Pesticide and allergen compliance challenging, but improving
▪ US MRL compliant materials, allergen free materials (particularly celery for EU) very
limited

Demand
Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Consumption:
▪ Increasing demand for EG product, qualities improving to match other origins
$ Balanced: increased demand matched by new areas

!
SOURCE: Egypt trade statistics, Giza analysis

Main developments to follow: new planted areas in Egypt, pesticide control, FX
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Egyptian fennel – foeniculum vulgare
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Egyptian Fennel – Elimination of EU MRL for
Chlorpyrifos leads to strong disruption to supply
Crop
information

Egypt harvest times:
▪ Apr
Other growing countries:
▪ India

Supply

Carryover:
▪ None
Areas:
▪ Stable
Qualities:
▪ Significant disruptions due to elimination of EU MRL for Chlorpyrifos (5ppm to
default of 0.01ppm)
▪ Current supply of compliant materials not enough to satisfy US and EU demand

Demand

Consumption:
▪ Stable global demand

Giza Crop
Indicator
(GCI)

Two tiered market:
$ Pesticide controlled materials: prices firm
$ Lower grades: prices likely to go down

SOURCE: Egypt trade statistics, Giza analysis

!

Main developments to follow: pesticide control (Chlorpyrifos), FX
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Summary – Key developments to follow based
on today’s journey
Turkey
Bay leaves
Oregano

14k MT
15k MT

!
!

Chinese demand
Adulteration, PA/TA

1

!
!
!

COVID-19/collections
Rainfall
Rainfall, color/allergens

Morocco
Rosemary
Thyme
Coriander

2

5k MT
3k MT
10k MT

3

Egypt
Basil
Marjoram
Parsley
Fennel

4k MT
3k MT
2k MT
10k MT

!
!
!
!

Harvest size, FX
FX
New areas, pesticide control, FX
Pesticide control (Chlorpyrifos), FX
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Questions?
Thank you!

Mostafa Bedair
(mbedair@gizaseeds.com)
Giza Seeds and Herbs
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